ACROSS

1. Properly claims the right of full ownership in
4. Clever people
8. "The __ of Wakefield" (Goldsmith novel)
13. No Rx required
14. Opera song
15. Sufficient
16. Clerical chore in an insurance office?
19. Pangs
20. Sing wordlessly
21. Frost with frosting
23. Wax disc once used to ensure epistolary privacy
24. __ Galerie: New York "Museum for German and Austrian Art"
26. Spanish pool need
27. Placing bets at a cook-off?
31. Crustacean's creation
32. Bizarre
33. Domino spot
36. Like a naughty child's vegetables, maybe
39. Designer monogram hidden in "city slicker"
40. Disastrous client for Arthur Andersen
42. Like old Germanic alphabets
44. Unsightly holes, runs, or snags?
45. Heartless heir's cry
46. Element used in nighttime signage
47. Gyre

DOWN

1. Guest entertainers
2. "It's lonely ___ top!"
3. Insect worshipped in ancient Egypt
4. Cease to slumber
5. Rainbow goddess
6. British can
7. Lose tautness
8. Prized
9. Muslim leader
10. Inflation stat.
11. Omnipotent
12. Lifesavers
17. Caramel-colored beverages
18. Swallowing sound
22. Art supporter?
24. Lake Victoria outlet
25. Make bigger
26. Tempe sch.
28. Lump
29. Knowledge
30. Ancient Greek settlement rich in vowels
33. Mexican money
34. Knew without being told
35. Male gland
37. Clump
38. End of Hell in ancient Greece?
39. Male gland
41. 10th mo.
43. Macramé or decoupage
45. Heartless heir's cry
46. Element used in nighttime signage
47. Gyre
51. Wed secretly
52. River-mouth area
54. Revue piece
55. Dunce
56. Finishes
58. When doubled, a dance
59. Low-density state of matter
60. Pool need
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